« What makes laugh elsewhere »
From Africa to Asia, via Americas and Oceania, men have tried to exorcise their fears and tame their anxiety by a sarcastic and mocking laughter.
And for us, are these Antipodean’s masks funny or scary? Whose smile hesitates between comedy and horror?
I invite you to walk around these continents with curiosity and humor!

africa

Sonorous invitation from in a village in the Ivory Coast
Placed in the chief’s court, these drums are used almost exclusively for announcing a
visitor’s arrival, the death of a prominent person or the openning of important festivities.

Draw your totem-drum, to bring joy into your home.

océania

asia

A visit with our ancestors in Australia

Appointment with diseases exocist in Sri Lanka

Aborigines use their art including bark and and notably eucalyptus barks on which
artists represent their mythological and everyday reality.Belonging to a certain
filiation group determines the behaviour of the individual. In the arts, this structure
determines also the choice of themes to which he cans pretend and the rights of a
ceremony or a dream which is inherited.
By painting their ancestors, artists in this way, reactivate their powers in the present
and for the future.

For a reward in cash or kind, the dancers come to dance in front of an ill patient
invoking the demon of the disease devil. The mask is chosen according to the disease to be cured,
sometimes several masks are used during the same ceremony.

Looking at the mask: from what kind of strange illness might it it cure you?

And you, what strange power did your ancestor pass to you?

Blue fever
Eating too
many
blueberries

asia

Invitation to Shadow Theatre of Hebei in China
Originally, shadow theater plays an important role in funeral rites and seasonal festivals.
The stories are the same as in regular theater. There are four types of main characters: men,
women, painted faces and clowns. A small orchestra accompanies the movements, sets the
pace or follows the song.

Using these characters, write a funny story together.

america

america

Winter evening in Groeland

Dancing Diablaba at Oruro carnival in Bolivia

The mimed and sung dances were common activities during the long winter.
Theses were real small theater scenes where happy personal improvisations
were added to traditional themes in order to prococate laugh.

Lucifer encarnates a positive force, in relation to Supay a Native American god, provider of benefits. The Diablada dance
is performed in honnor of Sovacon Virgin in connection with Amaridian rites of flowering and rebirthing of the natural
and cold world. The Andean bear, has a ludic role, he is the character who dialogues and interacts with the public.

What emotion, feeling, do you associate to each mask?

Which clothing would you choose for each procession at the carnival? Why?

